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Blessed are the Merciful

Matthew 5:7
Introduction

What is the nature of man? We get our best glimpses into it when governmental restraint breaks
down and people do what they want instead of what they must, or expressed in another way, your real
character is displayed by what you do when can do what you would like and believe that you will not get
caught. Disasters, both natural and man-made, give opportunities for such displays of man’s nature. All
of us here have heard reports about or perhaps have even personally experienced disasters such as an
earthquake, hurricane, tornado, flood, tsunami, fire, regional power-outage, political upheaval, riots,
terrorist attacks and war. In the midst of and following such disasters and turmoil, people often have the
opportunity to display the true character of their heart. Some will prove themselves to be heroes who
sacrifice of themselves for the benefit of others. Others prove themselves to be evil as the lack of law
enforcement gives them the opportunity to take advantage of the situation for their personal gain. This
can happen even when it is as simple as a computer glitch. Last year an error in a regional computer that
processes government welfare debit cards removed the purchasing limits on them. Word spread quickly
resulting in runs on stores in which people quickly “bought” - stole - as much as they could possibly
carry before the error was corrected. When it was corrected, shopping carts full of food were simply
abandoned in the aisles. The stores and the government had huge losses. 

In May 1992, a jury acquitted the policemen that had arrested Rodney King. That decision was used
as an excuse for three days of rioting in Los Angeles that left 54 people dead, 4,000+ injured, 12,000+
arrested, 5,270 buildings destroyed or severely damaged - some whole neighborhoods were wiped out -
and nearly $1 billion in damage. Those losses were tragic, but perhaps more tragic were the excuses
given to justify the violence and looting by those committing these crimes. Television crews went into
the areas and video taped what was happening and interviewed the people present. How brazen - or
stupid - can you be to give an interview to a news crew that is recording your crime. 

One woman said to the television crew taping her, “if you had treated us right, we would not be
doing this.” She justified the violence, destruction and theft by blaming the jury that listened to all the
evidence presented in a court of law for not condemning the men that she decided were guilty because of
brief, edited video clips she saw on TV. Another lady was loading the trunk of her car with merchandise
she had just looted from a store. She was asked if she considered what she was doing stealing? She
answered that she did not think it was wrong “because if it was, the police would stop me from doing
it.” She revealed that her morality was based on what she is physically restrained from doing. A kid of
about 12 years old who was carrying a bunch of things he had just looted from a store was asked why he
was doing it. He said, “hey man, its fun.” Perhaps worse of all were the scenes of parents taking their
children with them to join in the free for all in the looting of a Sears store. 

By what stretch of the imagination could the murder, the beatings, the looting and the thousands of
fires that were set and then shooting at the firemen and paramedics who responded be justified because a
jury far away did not pronounce the desired verdict. None of these victims of such violence had anything
to do with the jury, yet many excuses were given by those who had long ago forgot God's
commandments to men. They fit the description of Romans 1:32, “although they know the ordinance of
God, that those who practice such things (the list in the two prior verses include: greed, evil, murder,
strife, malice, insolent, arrogant, unloving and unmerciful) are worthy of death, they not only do the
same, but also give hearty approval to those who practice them.”

Some politicians and commentators said the violence was because the people were poor. Really?
Strange that my mom grew up in south Los Angeles during the depression and knew what it was like to


